Web Conference Integration Guide for larger rooms
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• Zoom Rooms integration - User control interface template replicates the official Zoom Room GUI. However, it is fully customizable for needs of the room / branding of the organization
• Integrated network video streaming without the need for additional control processors or complicated programming
• NV Series (as decoder) allows for simultaneous streaming of network or BYOD (laptop) sources to dual-monitors

• Multiple PTZ conferencing cameras without the need for a dedicated video switcher
• Enterprise connectivity for fault monitoring and usage analytics
• Standards-based networking for IT-friendly deployment
• Zoom soft codec integration via USB connection on Q-SYS NV Series
• Fully integrated network video streaming without the need for additional control processors or complicated programming

• Multiple PTZ conferencing cameras without the need for a dedicated video switcher
• Enterprise connectivity for fault monitoring and usage analytics
• Standards-based networking for IT-friendly deployment
Hangout Meets - large meeting room

Q-SYS™ web conference integration with Google Cloud

Standard network switch
Q-SYS Core 110f processor
ASUS Chromebox
SPA Series amplifier
Wireless microphone receiver

QSC AcousticDesign™ Series loudspeakers
Boundary or ceiling microphones

Wireless presenter microphones
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